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Fully Accredited by 

WASC, USA 

ISO 9001:2008 

Certified 

Quant Je Puis! 

VISION 

 

A premier learning 

institution with 

national and 

international 

recognition, 

developing lifelong 

learners and leaders 

with competencies, 

global perspectives, 

and hearts of 

service in a culture 

of academic and 

values excellence. 

MISSION STATEMENT 
 

We are committed 

to provide quality 

international 

education through 

the 5Cs: 

Competence, 

Character, 

Commitment to 

Achieve, 

Collaboration and 

Creativity. 
 

We seek to develop 

lifelong learners and 

leaders. 
 

We prepare learners 

to respond to the 

needs of the 21st 

century. 

 

 

All thumbs up! Seventh Grade Competence with Sir AC Calado and Sir 
Jahz Sevilla are beaming with pride as they show the Class Mover 
Award trophy to the crowd. 

By: Rosh Shekinah Macalalad 

Success is not based on one’s age. It is based on one’s attitude and 

persistence built by experience.  

After getting the highest number of points in the recently concluded Araw ng Wika  
 

 

Celebration, the Seventh 

Grade Competence is now 

the proud recipient of the 

Class Mover Award.  
Among the awards 

that led them to such feat are 

the following: First Place in 

Sinaulong Talumpati (Jaeme 

Lopez), Second Place in 

Sinaulong Talumpati (Princess 

De Chavez), and Third Place in 

Sinaulong Talumpati (Jhem 

Delos Angeles).  

Way to go Seventh 

Grade Competence! 

 

Five Valiant Knights received commendable awards in the 

International Competitions and Assessments for Schools (ICAS). 
ICAS is a suite of six full-color competitions designed specifically for primary 

and secondary students. ICAS assesses students’ skills in Computer Skills (now 
Digital Technologies), English, Mathematics, Science, Spelling, and Writing. 

In the said assessment, Juan Rafael M. Landicho was recognized with High 
Distinction while his sister, Ma. Bernadette M. Landicho received a Credit. Moreover, 
Persus T. Atienza, Mikaela Ysabel H. Valdez, and Alfonso Rafael B. Ofreneo each  
obtained a Distinction. 

These feats are proofs that SSIS is a home of achievers. Let's continue to raise 
the bars high Valiant Knights! 

Rafael Landicho Bernadette Landicho Alfonso Ofreneo Ysabel Valdez Persus Atienza 

http://www.stonyhurst.edu.ph/
http://www.stonyhurst.edu.ph/
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Khan Academy is a non-profit educational organization created in 

2006 by educator Salman Khan with a goal of creating an accessible 

place for people to be educated. The organization produces short lectures 

in the form of YouTube videos. Its website also includes supplementary 

practice exercises and tools for educators.  

SSIS utilizes the Khan Academy to help its students master 

different skills without being limited by time. In only a few months of 

utilizing the said program, our students already showed impressive 

progress. With 16 out of 23 classes which are with 100% Khan usage, 

SSIS Batangas got the highest percentage of 91% compared to other 

SGEN schools.  However, even if we have such commendable 

performance, there are still some students who haven’t started using 

Khan Academy. There is about five percent of the students who have not 

attempted any of the required skills while there is about three percent of 

the students who have not enrolled in Khan Academy which means that 

they haven’t added Super Teacher as their coach.  

MAT/ SAT 

 

The students’ performance in Khan academy will be considered as a 

Performance Task and will also contribute to the students’ term grade in 

Mathematics.  Moreover, the students who will not be able to meet the target in Khan 

Academy will have to attend remedial classes. 

Thus, we appeal for the parents’ help to motivate and guide the students in using Khan Academy. 

This initiative will truly benefit the students to master different Mathematical skills and to develop 

critical thinking skills.  

 Let’s work together to make our dear Valiant Knights achieve more! 

 
We request the parents of the MTG qualifiers to like MTG’s official 

Facebook page, MTG SBC Batangas Center in order to receive regular 

announcements and updates. 
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Standardized tests provide an objective and relevant feedback to the 

school in terms of its quality and effectiveness of instruction against national norms 

and international standards. The results of the standardized tests provide good 

feedback to the student on how well he/she has learned and the degree of his/ 

her readiness to move to a higher educational level. It also pinpoints competencies 

of students and learning gaps which serve as basis for learning reinforcement or 

remediation. Moreover, it specifies academic performance standards by defining 

different levels of proficiency such as met standards, progressing toward standards, 

and not met standards. 

In the past months, the students took different standardized tests, such as  

MAT, SAT, SBA, TOEFL Junior, and TOEFL ITP. For this Academic Year, the students will 

already take MAT and SAT Pre-Test and Post Test in English which was not practiced 

during the previous Academic Years. This is to ensure that SSIS Batangas is aligned  

with the other SGEN schools when it comes to the standardized tests taken by the 

students. Moreover, the results of MAT and SAT in English will give definite basis of 

the students’ progress in the English subject.  

 The MAT and SAT Pre-Test in English will be given on Tuesday, September 12,   

      2017 during the English classes.  

Valiant Knights 

to take ENGLISH 
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OF THE WEEK 

Math seems to be a difficult subject for a majority of students while it 

only gets harder as the subject material grows in sophistication. With the help 

of parents, as well as some quality study habits, students can become far 

better mathematicians. On the other hand, parents and schools cannot 

simply focus on improving test scores and classroom performance as the 

value of math education comes from the skills students learn. As such, parents 

and teachers must focus on teaching their children to learn how to learn 

math and finding applications for their skills. 

The use of Khan Academy is one avenue for the students to master 

different mathematical skills without being pressured by time. They can watch 

the videos offered in the lessons over and over again until such time that they 

already understand the topics. Then, they can perform different exercises 

related to the videos watched. These exercises can help them master the 

target skills in each lesson.  

The utilization of Khan Academy is not the only way or means which 

could improve your children’s performance in Mathematics. There are still a 

lot more. The following are some ways which could help your children 

discover and boost their potentials in the said subject.  

 

1. Keep in mind the idea that your child's EFFORT, not ability, decides their 

math achievement and grades. Researchers tell us that children who try 

the hardest and longest in math usually perform the best. Successful 

students in math work diligently at it daily; those who do poorly in math 

actually study less than half as much as their higher-achieving classmates.  

2. Strengthen your child’s study effort in math. Researchers have found that 

adults and children alike will only continue to work on something difficult, 

such as math, if they believe there is a good chance of succeeding in it.   

3. Listen to how your child explains earlier failures in math so that you can 

offer useful encouragement. A child’s belief that they will succeed (or fail) 

in math in the future is shaped by how they explain their earlier math 

performance. 

4. Watch and listen closely to your child while he or she is studying so that 

you can softly express admiration for your child’s EFFORTS (even when you 

see mistakes), and laugh and enjoy this time with your child.  

5. Get experienced help if you need it. If your own math insights are strong, 

you can offer those insights. If not, get some help. Every community has 

tutors glad to work with your child in math. 
 

References:  

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/20140706222504-50642561-how-parents-can-increase-their-child-s-math-

performance 

http://www.tutorfi.com/Math/howtoimprovemathgrades 

 

 

 

 

ANTHONY PAUL M. CALADO 

Principal 

Anyone who stops learning is old, 

whether at twenty or eighty. Anyone 

who keeps learning stays young. 

September 11 

General Morning Assembly 

Values Convocation 
 

 

September 12 

MAT/ SAT English Pre-Test 
 

 

September 14 

USSR 
 

 

September 15 

K.I.P. for Pre-School 
 

 

September 16 

ECED and High School O.W.L. 
 

 

  Qoute of the Week  

“We should open ourselves to the 

impossible and embrace a psychology 

of possibility.” -Ellen Langer  

Qoute of the Week 
 

PARENTING CORNER 
Five Steps to Improve Your Child's 

Math Grades  

Reply Slip 
 

(    ) I have received and read Students and Parents’ Bulletin No. 09 A.Y. 2017-2018. 
 

 
 

_________________________        ____________________________  __________________________ 

          Student’s Name       Level/Section   Parent’s Signature 

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/20140706222504-50642561-how-parents-can-increase-their-child-s-math-performance
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/20140706222504-50642561-how-parents-can-increase-their-child-s-math-performance
http://www.tutorfi.com/Math/howtoimprovemathgrades

